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1. Consumer issues:
• Quality of heat service – cost is not necessarily the dominant 

factor

• Consumer choice

2. The politics:
• Controversial: “Incumbents option”

• More achievable than other options?

• Fair business models

3. Electricity and hydrogen system balancing:
• Future energy demand patterns

• Potential role of hybrid devices

4. Role of fuel cell micro-CHP

Hydrogen for heat
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• Difficult to predict whether battery electric vehicles or fuel 

cell vehicles will dominate in the future.  Cost projections 

for cars are similar. Battery-only for city cars and 

hydrogen plug-in hybrids for family cars and long 

distances?

• Much greater focus on fuel cells for heavy duty vehicles.  

But batteries are targeting this area too.

• Battery breakthroughs on the horizon (e.g. Li-air) that 

could tip the balance?  Super-fast charging?

• Quality of the service is important

• Air quality will be a key driver of all low-emission vehicles

• Changes in vehicle use and emerging self-drive vehicles 

could tip the scales? 

Fuel cell vehicle prospects
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1. Hydrogen in industry

2. Synthetic fuels

3. International trade in green hydrogen and/or ammonia (e.g. Australia, 
Saudi Arabia)

4. Ammonia as an energy carrier

Emerging markets for hydrogen
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UK TIMES  energy system model analysis suggests that synthetic jet 
fuels could have a major role in decarbonisation. The aviation sector 
fully phases out from oil-derived kerosene by 2045.  Imported 
ammonia could also have a substantial role in shipping.

OLD model Revised model



• Where and at what scale will hydrogen demand 
develop over the coming decades?

• How can we develop hydrogen infrastructure in a 
way that minimises the cost of hydrogen and the 
risks of both unmet demand and expected demand 
not materialising?

• How can hydrogen contribute to UK energy security, 
affordability, and UK economic competitiveness and 
growth?

Energy system challenges
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Energy transition studies suggest hydrogen will both 

compete with and complement electrification


